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  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle,2012-03-06 Back by popular demand, the world's most
famous detective returns from a seemingly fatal encounter with
his nemesis, Professor Moriarty. Thirteen stories include The
Empty House, The Dancing Men, and The Six Napoleons.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
Doyle,2018-10-17 The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of
Sherlock Holmes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle. Sherlock Holmes
is a pop culture phenomenon, and he's one worth knowing about.
After all, Holmes is one of the most popular, and most frequently
cited, literary characters of all time. There's clearly something
going on there that strikes people's interest. But what's really
interesting is that Holmes is one of those larger-than-life
characters that everyone knows, but that few people really know
all that much about. Sherlock Holmes has been interpreted and
reinterpreted so many times, in movies, TV shows, and even just
throwaway references, that it's hard to know exactly who this guy
is. The Sherlock Holmes that exists in today's pop culture, and the
Watson for that matter, are actually different in a lot of ways from
the characters that exist in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's stories. So, by
actually reading Sherlock Holmes stories, you can really be in the
know. It's good to go back to the original material and see what's
up.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2008
Published in 1904, Doyle's The Return of Sherlock Holmes revives
his famous character Holmes after his deadly encounter with the
wicked Professor Moriarty in The Adventure of the Empty House.
The collection contains stories such well-loved tales as The
Adventure of the Six Napoleons and The Adventure of Black Peter.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle,1905
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
Doyle,2020-11-20 The Return of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan
Doyle
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  The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Pretty Books - Painted
Editions) Arthur Conan Doyle,2022-05-24 Thirteen stories
involving Sherlock Holmes, one of literature's most beloved
characters, are now available in an exclusive collector's edition.
Featuring beautiful cover art from artist Laci Fowler and decorative
interior pages, this giftable book is ideal for fiction lovers and book
collectors alike. Beloved by fans across the globe, this collection
features thirteen riveting adventures, including an explanation of
Holmes’s supposed murder at the hands of his nemesis Dr.
Moriarty in Doyle’s 1893 short story The Final Problem. This time-
honored classic is now available as an exclusive collector's edition.
Whether you're buying it as a gift or for yourself, this remarkable
edition features: A beautiful, high-end hardcover featuring Laci
Fowler’s distinctive hand-painted art Decorative interior pages
featuring pull quotes throughout Matching ribbon marker and gold
page edges Part of a 4-volume collection including The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, Frankenstein, and The Great Gatsby Literature's
beloved private detective returns from the grave in Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's The Return of Sherlock Holmes, and his ever-loyal
physician and devoted best friend Dr. John Watson is there to
welcome him back and assist him in cracking thirteen absorbing
and adventurous mysteries. First published in 1905, this volume
includes the stories The Adventure of the Empty House, The
Adventure of the Golden Pince-Nez, The Adventure of the Solitary
Cyclist, and ten more absorbing cases to baffle and challenge the
crime-solving duo. This unique collector’s edition presents Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's fascinating mysteries in a giftable new way.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle,
Sir,Sidney Paget,2014-02-15 “Work is the best antidote to sorrow,
my dear Watson.” Arthur Conan Doyle, The Return of Sherlock
Holmes The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 13
Sherlock Holmes stories, originally published in 1903-1904, by
Arthur Conan Doyle. History The book was first published in
February 1905 by McClure, Phillips & Co. (New York) then on 7
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March 1905 by Georges Newnes, Ltd. (London) This was the first
Holmes collection since 1893, when Holmes had died in The Final
Problem. Having published The Hound of the Baskervilles in
1901–1902 (although setting it before Holmes' death) Doyle came
under intense pressure to revive his famous character. The first
story is set in 1894 and has Holmes returning in London and
explaining the period from 1891–94, a period called The Great
Hiatus by Sherlockian enthusiasts. Also of note is Watson's
statement in the last story of the cycle that Holmes has retired,
and forbids him to publish any more stories. 1. The Adventure of
the Empty House 2. The Adventure of the Norwood Builder 3. The
Adventure of the Dancing Men 4. The Adventure of the Solitary
Cyclist 5. The Adventure of the Priory School 6. The Adventure of
Black Peter 7. The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton 8. The
Adventure of the Six Napoleons 9. The Adventure of the Three
Students 10. The Adventure of the Golden Pince-Nez 11. The
Adventure of the Missing Three-Quarter 12. The Adventure of the
Abbey Grange 13. The Adventure of the Second Stain
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
Doyle,2014-09-11 The Return of Sherlock Holmes, a collection of
13 Sherlock Holmes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle. This was the
first Holmes collection since Holmes had died in The Final Problem.
Having published The Hound of the Baskervilles (although setting
it before Holmes' death) Doyle came under intense pressure to
revive his famous character. The Adventure of the Empty House
The Adventure of the Norwood Builder The Adventure of the
Dancing Men The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist The Adventure
of the Priory School The Adventure of Black Peter The Adventure of
Charles Augustus Milverton The Adventure of the Six Napoleons
The Adventure of the Three Students The Adventure of the Golden
Pince-Nez The Adventure of the Missing Three-Quarter The
Adventure of the Abbey Grange The Adventure of the Second Stain
  The RETURN of SHERLOCK HOLMES (Illustrated) Arthur
Doyle,2019-02-26 A young gambler is found shot dead in a closed
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room. Dr. Watson, who still mourns the disappearance of his
famous friend is intrigued enough to step out of his house and
take a look at the crime scene. A crowd has gathered there,
curiously gazing up at the room where the crime is supposed to
have taken place. Watson inadvertently jostles against an elderly,
deformed man and knocks a stack of books from the fellow's hand.
The man curses Watson vilely and disappears into the throng. It
suddenly occurs to Watson that one of the books that he had
helped the stranger pick up had seemed familiar... Thus begins the
first thrilling story, The Adventure of the Empty House, in The
Return of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, which was
published after what Holmes enthusiasts call the Great Hiatus.The
Return of Sherlock Holmes was published in 1905. In 1891, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle was completely exasperated by the seemingly
endless appetite of readers who welcomed each new Sherlock
Holmes story with the greatest delight. He wrote to his mother
confessing that he was thinking of slaying Holmes... He takes my
mind from better things. His mother's famous reply, You won't, you
can't, you mustn't! only echoed the voice of his readers. However,
in 1893, Conan Doyle did the unthinkable; he finished off Holmes
in the Reichenbach Falls in The Final Problem and thought he had
done with the man for good.He hadn't reckoned with his readers.
There was a flood of protest. Letters to the editors of newspapers,
a stream of mail to his publishers and himself, all demanding that
Holmes be kept alive. Finally, he gave in and The Return of
Sherlock Holmes was greeted with huge delight. Though The
Hound of the Baskervilles came out in 1902, it was set in a time
before Holmes' death.The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a
collection of 13 stories. Among them are The Adventure of the
Norwood Builder, a tale of a reclusive old bachelor who suddenly
vanishes, The Adventure of the Dancing Men, a delightful puzzle
involving a mysterious message that contains a series of stick
figures, The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist in which a lovely
young governess is being stalked by a man on a bicycle, and many
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others. The last story, The Adventure of the Second Stain has
Watson revealing that Holmes is now completely retired and would
not like Watson to write any more stories about him!The Return of
Sherlock Holmes is indeed a delightful continuation of the Holmes
saga and a great addition to your repertoire!
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes ( Illustrated ) Arthur
Doyle,2019-01-07 The Return of Sherlock Holmes (ILLUSTRATED)
is a collection of 13 Sherlock Holmes stories, originally published in
1903-1904, by Arthur Conan Doyle. This illustrated book contains
summary & pictures of every single chapter. This was the first
Holmes collection since 1893 when Holmes had died in The
Adventure of the Final Problem. Having published The Hound of
the Baskervilles in 1901-1902 (although setting it before Holmes'
death) Doyle came under intense pressure to revive his famous
character. This book size is 5.25 medium (handbook size) with
Matte Cover and normal paper which make it a premium series
book to collect & keep it in the bookshelf.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes (a Collection of Holmes
Adventures) Arthur Conan Doyle, Sir,2016-05-20 The Return of
Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 13 Sherlock Holmes stories,
originally published in 1903-1904, by Arthur Conan Doyle. This was
the first Holmes collection since 1893, when Holmes had died in
The Final Problem. Having published The Hound of the Baskervilles
in 1901-1902 (although setting it before Holmes' death) Doyle
came under intense pressure to revive his famous character. The
first story is set in 1894 and has Holmes returning in London and
explaining the period from 1891-94, a period called The Great
Hiatus by Sherlockian enthusiasts. Also of note is Watson's
statement in the last story of the cycle that Holmes has retired,
and forbids him to publish any more stories.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes. by A. Conan Doyle (World's
Classics) Arthur Conan Doyle, Sir,2016-03-31 The one and only
Sherlock Holmes is back from the dead and devoting his life once
more to examining the criminal complexities of England's capital
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city. The thirteen stories included in this masterful book tell of his
return. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote of many dreadful murders,
but the one which astonished and distressed readers the most was
when the author, anxious to try something new, killed off Sherlock
Holmes. Trapped in mortal combat with the dastardly Professor
Moriarty, Holmes and his opponent plunged to their deaths in the
Reichenbach Falls. For ten long years, Baker Street was without its
most revered resident. Then, in 1903, Doyle took pity on his
readers and brought the sagacious sleuth back to life. The thirteen
stories included in this masterful book tell of his return. Cases of
mysterious codes, persecuted millionaires, stalkers, abductions,
and a meeting with ''the worst man in London'' are all tackled with
renewed vigor. But Holmes' old enemies are watching his every
move.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Annotated) Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle,2020-01-11 Differentiated book- It has a historical context
with research of the timeIn view of the great success reaped by
The Hound of the Baskervilles - a new Holmes adventure that did
not need to explain his death in the last story (The final problem),
as he referred to a previous case -, the American magazine
Collier's Weekly offered Conan Doyle a substantial sum for
resuscitating really Sherlock Holmes. In September 1903 Conan
Doyle had already written eight stories and the magazine
announced for the following month the publication of the new
collection with the title of The Return of Sherlock Holmes. Finally
the volume was composed of thirteen adventures, four of which
were, according to Doyle, among the top ten of the great
detective.In the first, The vacant house, Holmes recounts in detail
to Watson his prolonged absence between May 4, 1891 (date of
his alleged death at the Reichenbach Falls) and his unexpected
appearance in London, disguised as a strange collector from
books. The author is forced to justify the disappearance of Holmes
by resorting to a long two-year journey through Tibet, Persia,
Mecca, Khartoum and Montpellier.
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  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Illustrated Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle,2021-02-10 The book was first published in February 1905
by McClure, Phillips & Co. (New York). then on 7 March 1905 by
Georges Newnes, Ltd. (London)[3] It was the first Holmes
collection since 1893, when Holmes had died in The Final Problem.
Having published The Hound of the Baskervilles, set before
Holmes's death, in 1901-1902, Doyle had come under intense
pressure to revive the character. The first story, set in 1894, has
Holmes returning in London and explaining the period from
1891-1894. Also of note is Watson's statement in the last story in
the book that Holmes has retired and has forbidden him to publish
any more stories.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle,
Sir,2017-02-21 The Return of Sherlock Holmes by A. Doyle.
Worldwide literature classic, among top 100 literary novels of all
time. A must read for everybody.In the 1980s, Italo Calvino (the
most-translated contemporary Italian writer at the time of his
death) said in his essay Why Read the Classics? that a classic is a
book that has never finished saying what it has to say, without any
doubt this book can be considered a Classic This book is also a
Bestseller because as Steinberg defined: a bestseller as a book for
which demand, within a short time of that book's initial
publication, vastly exceeds what is then considered to be big
sales.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
Doyle,2018-03-12 The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of
13 Sherlock Holmes stories, originally published in 1903-1904, by
Arthur Conan Doyle. The stories were published in the Strand
Magazine in Great Britain, and Collier's in the United States. The
book was first published in February 1905 by McClure, Phillips &
Co. (New York) then on 7 March 1905 by Georges Newnes, Ltd.
(London) and was the first Holmes collection since 1893, when
Holmes had died in The Final Problem.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
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Doyle,2018-12-31 The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of
13 Sherlock Holmes stories, originally published in 1903-1904, by
Arthur Conan Doyle. The stories were published in the Strand
Magazine in Great Britain, and Collier's in the United States.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Conan
Doyle,2015-06-07 The Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of
13 Sherlock Holmes stories, originally published in 1903-1904, by
Arthur Conan Doyle.'Holmes,' I cried. 'Is it really you? Can it indeed
be that you are alive? Is it possible that you succeeded in climbing
out of that awful abyss?' Missing, presumed dead, for three years,
Sherlock Holmes returns triumphantly to his dear companion Dr
Watson. And not before time! London has never been in more
need of his extraordinary services: a murderous individual with an
air gun stalks the city. Among thirteen further brilliant tales of
mystery, detection and deduction, Sherlock Holmes investigates
the problem of the Norwood Builder, deciphers the message of the
Dancing Men, and cracks the case of the Six Napoleons.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes Arthur Doyle,2020-12-31 The
Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 13 Sherlock Holmes
stories, originally published in 1903-1904, by Arthur Conan
Doyle.The book was first published on March 7, 1905 by Georges
Newnes, Ltd and in a Colonial edition by Longmans. 30,000 copies
were made of the initial print run. The US edition by McClure,
Phillips & Co. added another 28,000 to the run.This was the first
Holmes collection since 1893, when Holmes had died in The
Adventure of the Final Problem. Having published The Hound of
the Baskervilles in 1901-1902 (although setting it before Holmes'
death) Doyle came under intense pressure to revive his famous
character.
  The Return of Sherlock Holmes John H. Watson (Fictitious
character),Joel Jessup,2015 In these pages, you'll discover
newspaper articles, sketches and maps that were crucial to solving
the cases, with each item reproduced as a historical artefact,
complete with tears, stains, foldmarks and insightful annotations
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written by Watson. Fifteen of these items are secured within
special glassine 'evidence bags' for easy removal and careful
study by the reader.
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